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â€” Not much punch from the drivetrain but she was small enough to handle corners alright.
There is not much flash to the interior design, and the audio does not offer much to speak of.
Stiff cloth seats, not much give but decent back support. Cons: Transmission made engine
make more noise than motion. The 3. The interior is very comftorable and sleek. Im not to fond
of the exterior styling as it is sometimes compared with the mid to late 90s mustang. All in all Id
have to say that everyone should own an Alero at least once in their life. It has a good take off
but only top speed. Cons: very costley to maintain,poor gas milage. Get The Eco-tech Motor â€”
I hate this engine. This is onr the most mudain cars I have ever owned. It is point A to point B
type of car. Unexciting at its peak. As much as this is not my favorite car it has been reliable.
Intake gasket went out 2 years ago duh. It also need a wheelbearing as the ice this winter ripped
out the wheel speed sensor wires. Mostly just normal wear and tear and minimal maintnice. Still
a boring car with poor build quality but we got a good one I guess. Cons: Boring and most don't
hold up as well as mine has. Love It â€” My alero is silver, leather interior, sunroof, and alloy
wheels, V6 engine. Watch out this is a beastly beasty. I love this car its my first. Olds Alero â€”
HP gives you some room to smoke a few people who maybe ride around in old Toyota Tercels,
but it's nothing special. It's an alright looking car, somewhat sporty in appearance. It's a 4 dr, I
prefer coupes. The gas mileage is fair and overall it has a low cost of ownership. It had it's tire
axle broken thanks to another family member and then it ha problems with the rotors, but with
that fixed it is still a nice car. It's not something you're going to want to dump 10k into but for a
nice Sunday drive sort of car, it passes the test. My Seccond Vehicle â€” This was my 2nd car
that I owned. I received it as a gift from my parents after my 1st vehicle got wrecked. This car
looked okay in appearance and drove nice. A little slow with only a 4-cylinder engine. The build
factor was actually okay considering I hit a deer with it and only dented the front passenger
fender. My emergency button fell inside the dash, and I was able to tear into it and fix it. Had to
fix some minor things like the wheel bearings and such. Would actually love to have this car
back and recommend it to anybody for a daily driver. Cons: Kindof sluggish at times with a
4-cyl. Alero Woes. If it's under warranty, the car is great! But as soon as that warranty goes out,
so does the car. It's like the car knows when it's time to take all of your money and give it to the
dealer. Pros: Great looking, performing, feature rich car! Erics Alero Review â€” Its a stock
sleeper, Grandmas drive them, but if someone like me is behind it, it is a beast. The car never
hardly needs anything done to it, but it goes though tires really fast even driving softly. Its a
super fun car to drive. It is like a tank, the build quality is solid, Gas Mileage sucks but its cheap
to fix if you do it yourself, Performance parts are the only killer with this car. Pros: Fast, Fun,
Good looks and fold down back seats for the ladys. Read More. Love the comfort and can go
from 0 to 60 in about 3 seconds. Great car to drive and comes in covertable I owned a
Oldsmobile Alero and it was a V-6 and the best car I have ever owned Had to sell in a divorce
auction. It is comfortable, Reliable and fast. Looking for a gre This was a great car til the end. It
had very little problem mainly because it sat for a year. It was my first car and would
recommend it to anyone looking for a nice car with good MPG The Oldsmobile Windows not
rolling down, the lights stay on due to fuses not working. Overall its a great car. I love my Alero
and just want it to work. It is bad when you try to fix due to you having to remove j This car has
a nice amount of power from start to finish. Overall this is a great family car, never let's you
down. Decent cargo room, ample space for the rear seat passenger. If maintained regularly, it
runs like a charm. For me it is just not much fun to I got my Alero from my dad when he got a
new car. I have driven it for 5 years now and I have only had to put in a new alternator in it and it
has over , miles. It doesn't have much power under I loved the sportiness of my bright red
Alero!! It had awesome get up and go! I would reccomend it to anyone! Other than minor repairs
here and there it was pretty easily maintained!! I loved my first Have you driven a Oldsmobile
Alero? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Kevin writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: Cute styling. Is this helpful? Yes No. Mike writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: lots of power,fun to drive,. Cons: costly on gas,costly repair bills. Natash writes:. Primary
Use: Commuting to work Pros: pretty fast for a cheap car! Primary Use: Family transportation
Pros: Nice looking car. Ben writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Can't think of one.
Michael writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: easy to drive. Cons: its a GM. Brent
writes:. Pros: Appearance, sound system. Cons: brakes. Travis writes:. Pros: Always faithful,
and plenty of space. Justin writes:. Cons: Cheap build quality. Eric writes:. Cons: Oldsmobile.
Reviews From Other Years. Read all 14 Oldsmobile Alero reviews. Read all 19 Oldsmobile Alero
reviews. Read all 18 Oldsmobile Alero reviews. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Cute styling Cons: Transmission made engine make
more noise than motion 6 of 9 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: lots of power,fun to drive, Cons: costly on gas,costly repair bills 3 of 5 people found

this review helpful. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Nice looking car Cons: very
costley to maintain,poor gas milage. Pros: Appearance, sound system Cons: brakes 1 of 2
people found this review helpful. Pros: Always faithful, and plenty of space Cons: Kindof
sluggish at times with a 4-cyl. Pros: Fast, Fun, Good looks and fold down back seats for the
ladys Cons: Oldsmobile 1 of 2 people found this review helpful. I bought this car years ago used
from a car dealer in Scarborough. It was very cheap probably because of 5spd gear box and
dent in hood and my expectations were quite low. I just needed a car for the winter. It lasted a
LOT longer than one winter. The 2. My wife bought this car Brand New from the dealer. Very few
problems the fuel pump went at 70k which i hear is very common, and we've replaced all the
power window switches. I'm trading it in and I'm going to miss this car. This has been a great
car, great mileage, and very little problems. I bought my vehicle in June of , thus far I have
replaced brakes, rotors, intake gasket, waterpump, fuel filter, power steering pump, and now my
transmission is slipping, have any of you realized that there is n o way to check the
transmission fluid on your own? Not to mention the tires I have had to replace. The dashboard
is raised due to sun damage. It appears to me that a bunch of monkeys could have done better
when they decided to build this car. I had contacted Oldsmobile many times and they seem
quite content that a bunch of fools like us made them rich. The car is paid for, but the repair
bills are adding up. I have owned this car for 6 years and treated it like an old man would. It did
not love me back, it constantly bit the hand that feed it. The car is horribly constructed. It has
built in flaws that are unfixable and dangerous. It completely broke down with miles. By break
down, I mean it gave up on life. I do not believe it is even ok to sell this car to someone. I plan
on taking it to a junk yard and asking them to destroy it. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Alero. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all
Aleros for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Alero. Sign Up. The Alero combines attractive
styling, potent engines and extensive standard equipment in a crisp-handling package.
Introduced to the public at the North American International Auto Show, the Oldsmobile Alero
was an instant hit with the automotive press and consumers alike. Both a sedan and a coupe
are available, with your choice of three trim levels and two engines. While the Alero is
technically a replacement for the Achieva, this stylish compact is light years ahead of previous
attempts by the division to build and market a small car. Like big-brother Intrigue, the Alero is
entertaining to drive. GX and GL models come with a 2. A four-speed automatic is standard.
Both engines now meet low-emission vehicle LEV standards. While neither engine is
particularly quiet during operation, they both deliver spirited performance. ARS is simply a
combination of 16 desirable attributes, such as a stiff body structure, four-wheel independent
suspension, all-speed traction control and four-wheel disc brakes with ABS. New this year is a
performance suspension that previously was offered only on the GLS Coupe. As part of an
optional sport package for the GL or GLS Sedan, the firmer-riding suspension rolls on upsized,
V-rated inch performance rubber. Inside, the Alero is a four-fifths version of the Intrigue. On the
minus side, the cloth upholstery isn't very attractive, and the leather looks and feels too much
like vinyl for our tastes. Overall, the Alero is a stylish, powerful, sporting car that is willing to
play if you are. It can serve family duty when necessary, won't embarrass the owner when
pulling up to a swanky restaurant, zooms confidently along when the road turns twisty, and
won't break the bank when the payment book arrives in the mail. However appealing, it will need
continuous refinement and a reputation for durability to avoid the destiny met by previous small
Oldsmobiles. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Oldsmobile Alero. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Oldsmobile lease specials Check out Oldsmobile Alero lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Hint of cheapness to interior bits, unrefined engine noise intrudes into passenger
compartment, ugly cloth fabric pattern on GX and GL. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. A performance suspension is
newly optional on GL models. The four-cylinder gets a composite intake manifold, while all

models benefit from the addition of three rear-shelf anchors for child safety-seat restraints.
Read more. Write a review See all 90 reviews. About to retire black beauty after ,km. I bought
this car years ago used from a car dealer in Scarborough. It was very cheap probably because
of 5spd gear box and dent in hood and my expectations were quite low. I just needed a car for
the winter. It lasted a LOT longer than one winter. The 2. Read less. I'm going to miss this car.
My wife bought this car Brand New from the dealer. Very few problems the fuel pump went at
70k which i hear is very common, and we've replaced all the power window switches. I'm trading
it in and I'm going to miss this car. This has been a great car, great mileage, and very little
problems. I bought my vehicle in June of , thus far I have replaced brakes, rotors, intake gasket,
waterpump, fuel filter, power steering pump, and now my transmission is slipping, have any of
you realized that there is n o way to check the transmission fluid on your own? Not to mention
the tires I have had to replace. The dashboard is raised due to sun damage. It appears to me
that a bunch of monkeys could have done better when they decided to build this car. I had
contacted Oldsmobile many times and they seem quite content that a bunch of fools like us
made them rich. The car is paid for, but the repair bills are adding up. See all 90 reviews of the
Used Oldsmobile Alero. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Alero. Sign Up. So how do you
find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your
time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. Key turning car on in ignition gets jammed and finally turns after several
attempts but now car tries to turn over but won't start. Only have one key. Also turn signal
switch works intermittently and I have to turn on hazards to get to operate. Center console door
loose. The GM passkey 2 security feature acts up constantly on these cars including the
intrigue, Malibu, Cadillac. The security light comes on and disables the vehicle and a 40 minute
relearn procedure must be completed each time. Happens to my vehicle times a week. While in
motion, the engine stalled without any warning e. After vehicle stopped, and transmission put
into park, the engine restarted without problem and car operated fine. Search CarComplaints.
The contact owns a Oldsmobile Alero. The contact stated that while attempting to park, smoke
started to emit from under the hood and through out the vehicle vents. The fire department was
contacted. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who was unable to diagnose the
failure. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure who did not offer any assistance. The
failure and current mileage was 88, Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
The Alero combines attractive styling, potent engines and extensive standard equipment in a
crisp-handling package. Introduced to the public at the North American International Auto
Show, the Oldsmobile Alero was an instant hit with the automotive press and consumers alike.
Both a sedan and a coupe are available, with your choice of three trim levels and two engines.
While the Alero is technically a replacement for the Achieva, this stylish compact is light years
ahead of previous attempts by the division to build and market a small car. Like big-brother
Intrigue, the Alero is entertaining to drive. GX and GL models come with a 2. A four-speed
automatic is standard. Both engines now meet low-emission vehicle LEV standards. While
neither engine is particularly quiet during operation, they both deliver spirited performance.
ARS is simply a combination of 16 desirable attributes, such as a stiff body structure,
four-wheel independent suspension, all-speed traction control and four-wheel disc brakes with
ABS. New this year is a performance suspension that previously was offered only on the GLS
Coupe. As part of an optional sport package for the GL or GLS Sedan, the firmer-riding
suspension rolls on upsized, V-rated inch performance rubber. Inside, the Alero is a four-fifths
version of the Intrigue. On the minus side, the cloth upholstery isn't very attractive, and the
leather looks and feels too much like vinyl for our tastes. Overall, the Alero is a stylish,
powerful, sporting car that is willing to play if you are. It can serve family duty when necessary,
won't embarrass the owner when pulling up to a swanky restaurant, zooms confidently along
when the road turns twisty, and won't break the bank when the payment book arrives in the
mail. However appealing, it will need continuous refinement and a reputation for durability to
avoid the destiny met by previous small Oldsmobiles. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle
from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified
a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Oldsmobile Alero Coupe. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the

way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Oldsmobile lease
specials Check out Oldsmobile Alero lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Hint of cheapness to
interior bits, unrefined engine noise intrudes into passenger compartment, ugly cloth fabric
pattern on GX and GL. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings
on the Alero for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know
when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. A performance suspension
is newly optional on GL models. The four-cylinder gets a composite intake manifold, while all
models benefit from the addition of three rear-shelf anchors for child safety-seat restraints.
Read more. Write a review See all 90 reviews. About to retire black beauty after ,km. I bought
this car years ago used from a car dealer in Scarborough. It was very cheap probably because
of 5spd gear box and dent in hood and my expectations were quite low. I just needed a car for
the winter. It lasted a LOT longer than one winter. The 2. Read less. I love my Alero. I have had it
a little over 2 years and have about 65, miles it. It runs great and I get about 34 mpg on the
highway. It is very comfortable and fun to drive. It is a very good car for the money. The only
complaint is the same compliant that I have had for other Olds' products - the brakes. They
don't last and the rotors warp too easialy. I have a lot of miles on my car, but they are almost
exclusively highway miles. The original brakes should have lasted a lot longer than about 40,
because I don't use them that much. Bought my Alero because I had rented one once and fell in
love with its performance and ride. It is really fast for a coupe. If you are considering buying one
from a dealer you better get the extended warranty! I have replaced the rotors on the front big
problem with Aleros. The lower intake gasket leaked so that screwed up the antifreeze. The
resistor that controls the blower motor burned out. There is a rattling noise in front suspension
that I can't seem to find. Fortunately I got the extended warranty! I'd be out a few thousand if I
hadn't. Depreciation is ridiculous! What happened to quality? I leased this vehicle prior to
Oldsmobile being phased out by GM. Now two years into the lease I can see why. This is not a
low end nor cheap vehicle but the problems have been way too numerous and bothersum. See
all 90 reviews of the Used Oldsmobile Alero Coupe. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Alero. Sign
Up. My wife bought this car Brand New from the dealer. Very few problems the fuel pump went
at 70k which i hear is very common, and we've replaced all the power window switches. I'm
trading it in and I'm going to miss this car. I bought my vehicle in June of , thus far I have
replaced brakes, rotors, intake gasket, waterpump, fuel filter, power steering pump, and now my
transmission is slipping, have any of you realized that there is n o way to check the
transmission fluid on your own? Not to mention the tires I have had to replace. The dashboard
is raised due to sun damage. It appears to me that a bunch of monkeys could have done better
when they decided to build this car. I had contacted Oldsmobile many times and they seem
quite content that a bunch of fools like us made them rich. The car is paid for, but the repair
bills are adding up. I feel the Oldsmobile division has taken a major criticism for a lineup that
rivals Buick and Pontia
2010 vw new beetle
aprilia dorsoduro 750 abs
ironhead alternator
c. Redesigned cars from the year The models have been safe, reliable and have outstanding
body designs. Though a little behind in overall quality from Toyota and Honda, it really
outshines Ford and the previously mentioned GM divisions. It will be a shame to see
Oldsmobile go. People were catching on to the new look and feel of Olds and now GM simply
gave up on a lineup that was making headway in a full market. Car is a nice size and handles
exceptionally well for a sedan. Reasonable acceleration this from a former Viper owner. Have
heard of issues with brakes but no problems yet as of 31, miles. Leather is cheap and will tear.
Nevertheless, can recommend this car to anyone. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Alero. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Great car for less! Items per page:.
Write a review See all Aleros for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Alero. Sign Up.

